Pearson Tutoring

2022/23 impact report highlights

Pearson Tutoring has supported thousands of students, by providing quality and impactful sessions in core subjects from KS2 through to KS5. Our latest impact report demonstrates the continued shift in attitude towards online tutoring as a preferred approach, with our experienced tutors and interactive delivery platform being instrumental in enhancing this digital learning experience. We are delighted to continue to demonstrate really positive outcomes this year with high levels of student engagement and progression resulting from our tuition offer.

- **91%** of students find online tutoring to be more effective or as effective as in-person sessions.
- **83%** of teachers have seen a positive impact from external tuition.
- **62%** average increase in assessment score before and after tutoring across all key stages.
- **93,000** sessions were played back by students to review content and support their revision, allowing them to cement their learning and prepare for their exams.

The report also highlights that Pupil Premium students achieved progression rates on par with, and often exceeding non-pupil-premium students.
Tutors are encouraged to rate students’ confidence, understanding and engagement immediately after the live sessions. In 2022/23, tutor ratings indicated a:

- 74% average student confidence
- 77% average student understanding
- 88% average student engagement

Request to view the full report and the subject level stats here

Want to learn more or purchase a tutoring session?

Speak to us
Order your tutoring session